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### Purpose
People credited with this unit standard are able to describe the principles of static and dynamic balancing, and carry out static balancing of components.

### Classification
Mechanical Engineering > Maintenance and Diagnostics in Mechanical Engineering

### Available grade
Achieved

### Explanatory notes

1. **Reference**

2. **Definition**
   - *Industry practice* – safe and sound trade practices generally accepted by competent persons within the mechanical engineering industry.
   - *Worksite procedures* – documents that include: worksite rules, codes, and practices; equipment operating instructions and maintenance schedules; documented quality management systems; and health and safety requirements.

### Outcomes and evidence requirements

#### Outcome 1
Describe the principles of static and dynamic balancing.

#### Evidence requirements

1.1 The difference between static and dynamic balancing of components is described.

1.2 The terminology associated with static and dynamic balancing is used.

   Range: force of gravity, centrifugal force, axis of rotation, bearing vibration, balancing weights, weight placement.

1.3 The effects of an out of balance component on machine performance are described.
1.4 Methods of statically and dynamically balancing components are described with reference to balancing equipment and material addition and removal.

Range components – flywheel or disk, large rotor.

Outcome 2

Carry out static balancing of components.

Range may include but is not limited to – lathe face plates, shafts, grinding wheels, propellers, impellors, fans; evidence is required for the balancing of at least two components.

Evidence requirements

2.1 Safety hazards are identified, and precautions are taken in accordance with worksite procedures.

2.2 Components are statically balanced in accordance with job requirements.

2.3 Balancing of components is recorded and checked in accordance with worksite procedures.
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